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Abstract—Dr Math is a South African mathematics tutoring
service, which allows school learners to contact human tutors
using their mobile phones. The lack of tutor availability, the
language used by the school learners and deviation from mathe-
matical topics all contribute to the fact that there is a large tutor
deficit in relation to the number of learners accessing the service.

This study proposes a support vector machine-based (SVM)
classification method, which is able to discriminate between
entries containing possible mathematical content and those which
do not. Three SVMs are created with features generated from a
rule set, phoneme frequency and a combination of the two.

All three of the SVM approaches yield classification accuracy
in excess of 90%, with high levels of precision and recall, when
compared to the results of human coders. Receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curves are created for all three the SVMs,
with the rule-based SVM showing the highest area under the
curve (AUC) value of 0.96.

Index Terms—Text analysis, Support vector machines

I. INTRODUCTION

South Africa is a country with a great divide between the

haves and the have-nots. One factor in mitigating this divide

is education. Tutoring is a an effective way of supplementing

the exposure of a school learner to subjects which they are

struggling with. Depending on their location, personality or

family income group, not all school learners are willing or

able to consult, in person, with a tutor.

Dr Math1 is a service, which takes advantage of the

widespread adoption of mobile phones, to provide school

learners access to human mathematics tutors. The service

quickly grew to accommodate thousands of registered school

learners, but, unfortunately, the number of human tutors avail-

able to the learners is limited.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND OBJECTIVES

The human tutors on the Dr Math service are all volunteers.

The time which they have available to spend on the service is

limited. As the Dr Math service is based on a mobile platform,

the learners make use of the same microtext-based entry style

as on other chat applications, such as Facebook Messenger or

even Short Message Service (SMS) messages. Microtext is a

short-hand form of digital communication, which contains a

variety of misspellings, unstructured grammar and symbolic

artefacts, such as emoticons [1]. Table I provides examples of

the learner queries found on the Dr Math service.

1Dr Math is a registered trademark of the CSIR Meraka institute.

Table I
EXAMPLE LEARNER QUERIES

Learner queries

k wt dnt u knw in trig

wht tym wil u be onlyn again cuz nw im buzy eatng?

ok mr i’l get bck 2 u b4 fiv

ok but the marks are still imporatnt

m askd 2 solv 4 x in da folowing

den it gvs me 3000 den i add 5000 wth 3000 ryt

r we nt devidng 15 percente wth 100

As the Dr Math service focuses on mathematics tutoring,

messages entered using microtext may be difficult for the hu-

man volunteers to decipher. Furthermore, most of the messages

on the service do not actually contain mathematical questions

or queries, but consist of the learners trying to get the goat

with tutors. These problems constitute an unnecessary burden

on the time of the tutors, which could be more constructively

spent attending to other school learners’ queries.

A prior study focused on the development of a rule-based

classifier for identifying whether a learner query contains

content related to mathematics or not [2]. We surmise that the

use of support vector machines (SVM) could provide similar

performance or an improvement over the simple rule-based

classifier and that such a classifier may be comparable to

applying human judgement to the same classification problem.

Such an automated classifier may, in future, be used by the

administrators of the Dr Math service to determine whether a

conversation between a tutor and a school learner is largely

focused on mathematics or not and then take remedial action.

The objective of this study is to determine whether a

SVM-based classifier is able to provide similar classification

performance to a human classifier, on the Dr Math microtext

variant. To support this objective it is necessary to first address

two secondary objectives. The first of which is to determine

which underlying features of the learner queries may be used

as the basis for classification. The second secondary objective

is to build and contrast various SVM-based classifiers for

identifying Dr Math learner queries containing mathematical

concepts.

III. BACKGROUND

In order to best address a problem it is first necessary to

understand the problem domain. Therefore, this section first



addresses the Dr Math service and then discusses any work

related to the current study.

A. The Dr Math Service

Mxit is a mobile phone-based chat application widely used

by South African school learners. The application may be

installed on most mobile phone handsets; not only smart

phones. This has made it the go-to solution for many school

learners who can only afford to have lower end mobile phone

models on a prepaid tariff scheme.

The South African Council for Scientific and Industrial

Research (CSIR) saw the opportunity to create a mathematics

tutoring service, using Mxit as its base platform; instantly

giving it access to a very large potential userbase. Dr Math was

originally envisioned simply as a project to determine whether

school learners would use their cellular phones to request help

in completing their mathematics homework [3], but through

word-of-mouth it has grown to accommodate thousands of

registered school learners.

The human tutors on the Dr Math service make use of

a browser-based solution to perform their tutoring duties.

Because of the volunteer-nature of the tutoring duties, the

number of school learners on-line generally far outnumbers

the available tutors. To attempt a fair distribution of learners

to tutors, Dr Math makes use of a busyness model [4] to

assign learners to tutors based on their current level of learner

allocation. The busyness model does not, however, account for

the content of the queries.

The content of the queries on the Dr Math service follow

a similar pattern to the microtext found on other mobile

platforms. It consists of various forms of misspellings, sym-

bolic representations, such as emoticons, and even alternate

forms, such as the use of any1 instead of anyone. The main

communication language on the Dr Math service is English.

However, as South Africa has 11 official languages, the learner

queries sometimes contain words in a language other than

English. The following is an example of a learner query

in Afrikaans: hi kan ek afrikaans chat?,vir watter waardes

van p is die wortels van x(2x+p) = -3 nie reeel?. A further

complication is also the cellular keypad itself, as the traditional

keypad layout on lower end phones does not lend itself to

entering mathematical equations. Learners are, thus, prone to

making typographical errors.

Although the service focuses solely on providing mathe-

matics tutoring; this does not stop the school learners from

attempting to chat with the tutors on other subjects. Some of

these subjects are entirely inappropriate, such as attempting

to gather personal information or start a discussion which is

sexually oriented. The mathematical questions and equations,

posed by the learners, are buried in this noisy channel. Thus,

a process which is able to flag individual learner queries, or

tutor replies, as based on mathematics may be beneficial as

a future means of threshold-based filtering for tutor-learner

conversations.

Table II
PHONETIC ALIGNMENT EXAMPLES

Microtext word Phonetic form

l8r [l] [ae] [t] [r]

50 [f] [ie] [v] [z] [e] [r] [oe]

power [p] [oe] [w] [u] [r]

B. Related Work

The learner queries found on the Dr Math service are

posed in microtext. When reading microtext statements out

loud, their vocal structure may align with that of their cor-

rectly spelled equivalents, e.g. the words later and l8r are

pronounced the same. Automatic speech recognition (ASR)

concerns the conversion of spoken words to text. Although

counter-intuitive, the techniques inherent to ASR are fre-

quently applied to text normalisation tasks. One way in which

ASR finds application is in the conversion of SMS text

into its representative phonemes [5]. The Dr Math microtext

variant may, thus, also be processed to create representative

phonemes, which may serve as features for classification.

Haskins and Botha [6] used a form of phonetic conversion

as part of a normalisation process applied to Dr Math learner

queries.

Their study developed a series of data sets consisting of

words representing common forms, pre-generated variants and

phonetic similarity. The list of common forms consist of 168

words occurring on Dr Math, and other chat services, mapped

to their plain English forms, as well as a bilingual English-

Microtext dictionary [7]. The list of pre-generated variants

consist of a list of 12 045 104 purposefully misspelled variants

of 514 998 English words found in a free on-line dictionary

[8] and supplemented using various other freely available

word lists. Each variant is mapped to its original English

counterpart. These variances include a single swapping of all

adjacent characters, creating consonant skeletons [9], adding

additional or incorrect vowels between consonants and using

an implementation of the Porter stemmer to create a stemmed

form of the word [10].

In order create lists of phonetic representations, they created

a phoneme generator, specifically to address the word forms

found on the Dr Math service. The phonemes are loosely based

on the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA), but their repre-

sentation and implementation has been customised specifically

for the Dr Math microtext variant. The system makes use of

30 unique phonemes. A few of these phonetic representations,

of words found on the Dr Math service, are shown in Table

II.

A list was compiled of 31 386 unique words found on the

Dr Math service. Each of these words was then converted to

its phonetic representation. The same was done to the 514

998 words in the English dictionary. Using a combination of

n-gram comparisons and edit distance, the phonetic represen-

tations in the two words were compared, in order to match

each of the 31 386 microtext words to its most likely English

equivalent.



The final normalisation process, devised by Haskins and

Botha [6], involves a simple search and replace procedure

applied to an input learner query. The query is searched for

occurrences from the three lists of words. Any occurrences are

replaced with the associated English word.

Another prior study outlines a process for the selection

of translation candidates on the Dr Math service [2]. These

translation candidates are entries which contain mathematical

content, suitable for representation using a form of mark-up

or typesetting language. Haskins and Botha describe manually

devised rules for filtering the learner queries, based on a

query’s numerical and symbolic content; as well as the pres-

ence of certain pre-identified tag words. Their implementation

of the rules yielded a moderate level of accuracy. An alterna-

tive to a rule-based approach is to use a statistical approach,

such as a linear classifier. For this study, we have chosen to

use a support vector machine as a linear classifier, because of

the binary nature of the classification task.

Support vector machines seek a decision surface that can

separate classes of objects that have the largest distance

(or largest ”gap” or ”margin”) between border-line objects

(that are also called ”support vectors”) [11]. Classes may be

separated by any number of decision surfaces in a multi-

dimensional space, but only one will provide the largest gap

between the border-line objects.

SVMs are used for such diverse tasks as retrieving

mathematics-based educational resources by classifying web

pages according to predetermined labels [12] or determining

the user sentiment in movie reviews [13]. Joachim developed

a redistributable SVM implementation as a software program

called SVMLight [14]. SVMLight is an implementation of

SVMs which allows a model to be trained and classified, using

a fast optimisation algorithm. Various studies have made use

of this program to create and test SVMs [15], [16], [17]. To

ensure the future reproducibility of the study’s results, we also

make use of SVMLight for the creation, testing and validation

of all SVMs in this study.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

This section discusses the creation and validation of an

SVM-based approach at classifying the Dr Math learner

queries. We devised three approaches, under the same SVM

settings in SVMLight, but each implemented with a different

feature set.

A. Source Data

The Dr Math service stores all of its tutor–learner interac-

tions as anonymous, plain text log files2. For the purposes of

training and testing the SVMs, a subset of the 2010 system

logs have been sourced, consisting of 81 682 individual entries,

which could be either learner queries or tutor responses. A

single entry may consist of a single word or multiple lines of

text. A further 1 000 entries were also selected from the 2013

system logs, for validating the SVMs.

2Permission for the use of the system logs have been granted by the CSIR
by means of a memorandum of understanding.

The validation data set was given to three human coders,

in order to determine which entries they would select as

containing content related to mathematics. The level of agree-

ment between the three human coders was calculated at 0.75,

using Krippendorff’s α. Krippendorff suggests that values

between 0.667 and 0.8 may be used for drawing tentative

conclusions [18]. As such, each of the 1 000 entries in the

dataset was labelled as containing mathematical content only

if all three coders were in agreement that it did. Using this

method revealed that only 218 of the 1 000 entries contained

mathematical content.

B. Pre-processing and Normalisation

In order to alleviate the variance in the input queries, the

82 682 entries from the 2010 logs and the 1 000 entries from

the 2013 logs were submitted to a pre-processing procedure.

The pre-processing step converted all queries to lower case.

Although the usage policy of the Dr Math service prohibits

the sharing of any personal information such as mobile phone

numbers, some students still do. These numbers may confuse

a classification process, as they may seem to form part of an

equation. As far as possible, all phone numbers are removed

by simply filtering out all 10 digit numeric strings. As the

Dr Math service is focused on high school mathematics, there

should not be too many equations involving such large num-

bers. The Dr Math service also includes various commands,

which act as shortcuts to a calculator or web lookup. These

shortcuts are all in the format of a full-stop and a letter,

e.g. .b. As far as possible, all such command shortcuts are

removed. Finally, a series of general emoticons, such as :),

are removed. Emoticons are indicators of more informal text.

At first it was thought that they may be an indicator of queries

which do not contain mathematical content, but the learners

seemingly intersperse all of their queries with emoticons. As

these emoticons contain symbols which may be confused with

mathematical symbols, such as brackets, they are removed.

Every query is then submitted to a second pre-processing

step, which attempts to normalise the query so that it more

closely aligns with an English statement. Our study uses the

normalisation process devised by Haskins and Botha [6] (dis-

cussed in Section III-B). This process was created specifically

for aligning the Dr Math microtext variant with plain English

and as such we thought it would be useful for limiting the

variance in individual learner queries.

C. Automated Labeling

For the data sets to be of use, it was necessary to have them

labeled to reflect whether or not an individual entry contains

mathematical content. The 1000 entries from the 2013 data

set were coded by humans, but this was not a feasible task for

the 81 682 entries in the 2010 data set. As such, we chose to

use the rule-based process devised by [2], to automatically

categorise the 2010 data set. Before doing so it was first

necessary to apply the rule-based process to the 2013 entries,

to determine whether its performance in categorising the

entries is comparable to that of humans performing the same



task. When comparing the automated results, with the labeling

of the human coders, the rule-based automated process was

able to reach an accuracy of 93.3%, with a precision of 84.16

and recall of 85.32. As the humans were only able to find

moderate agreement amongst themselves, we deemed these

results acceptable in order to have the rule-based process serve

as an automated classifier.

We applied the rule-based classifier to each of the 81 682

entries in the 2010 data set, to generate labels stating whether

the entry contains mathematical content or not. A label of -

1 was applied to entries containing no mathematical content

and +1 to entries containing mathematics. Using the labeled

data, training and test subsets were created. The training data

set consists of 8000 and the test data set of 2000 entries.

Each of the two data sets are constructed from equal parts

mathematical entries and non-mathematical entries. [19] state

that an SVM classifier which is trained on an imbalanced data

set could produce a model which has low performance on

the minority class; as it is biased towards the majority class.

The entries on the Dr Math service which do not contain

mathematical content are in the overwhelming majority. Thus,

we decided to use balanced data sets for this study to avoid

a model with low performance on the minority class, which

consists of entries containing mathematics.

D. Training the SVMs

The rule-based process, employed by [2], was employed

so that the process generates three values, each in the range

of 0 < ra < 1, with ra being a given value for either the

number, symbol or word-based approach. The number and

symbol values are calculated based on rules which determine

the number of numeric or symbolic characters in a string, as

well as their location in a query in relation to the content in

the rest of the statement. The word-based value is calculated

based on the frequency of occurrence of specific mathematical

English tag words, which are frequently encountered in the

South African high school mathematics curriculum, and their

microtext counterparts. The values were calculated for each

entry in the training and test data sets and combined with their

labels, as classified by the original rule-based process. These

three values were used as the features for the rule-based SVM.

For the phoneme-based process, each entry in both the train-

ing and test sets was processed by the same custom phoneme

generator, used to normalise the input texts. The normalisation

phoneme generator has, however, been slightly modified, so

that all numbers and symbols related to mathematics, such as

multiplication, equals, brackets and others are converted to a

phoneme-based equivalent of their English representation, e.g.

ˆ is converted to [p] [oe] [w] [u] [r].

In order to create input features for the phoneme-based

SVM, each query is treated as a document. For each entry

a tally is made of how many of each phoneme type occurs in

the entry. The document-frequency of each phoneme p is then

calculated, resulting in 30 values in the range of 0 < pb < 1.

The calculated values were then re-aligned with their pre-

determined labels.

The combined SVM is an attempt to augment the phoneme-

based process with input from the rule-based process. Initially,

we simply concatenated the the features from the rules and

phonemes, but this did not yield any improvement over the

phoneme-based approach. Therefore another approach was

devised.

For each entry, the three rules values ra are first calcu-

lated. The phoneme generator was further modified so that it

provides extra weight to phonemes associated with numbers,

symbols or words if the corresponding associated rule value

evaluates higher than zero. The extra weight is applied by a

duplication of the associated phonemes, using the calculated

rule-value as a multiplier. This process is laid out in Equa-

tion IV.1. In this equation ra represents a specific rule, pra
represents phonemes associated with a specific rule and pb
represents an individual phoneme. As the combined SVM is a

modification of the phoneme approach, it also operates on 30

features. Both the training and test data sets were processed

in this fashion and labeled using the predetermined labels.

[

(ra > 0) ∧ (pb ∈ pra)
]

→ (pb × ra) (IV.1)

Using the SVMLight learning process; three SVM models

were generated. These models were used individually to

classify the test data sets using the SVMLight classification

process. From the test data it was possible to draw Receiver

operating characteristic (ROC) curves for all three SVMs. The

ROC curves plot the rate of true positives (recall or sensitivity)

against the rate of true negatives (specificity or fall-out). The

area under the curve (AUC) is a representation of the SVMs

overall ability to distinguish between a positive and a negative

result. An area of 0.5 signifies a classifier with results no

better than random guessing, whereas an area of 1.0 signifies a

perfect classification score. Both the ROC curves and the AUC

were calculated using the ROCR package in R [20]. The ROC

curves and AUC values (rounded to three decimal digits) for

all three SVMs on the test data is shown in Figure 1. All AUC

calculations in this study are at a significance of p < 0.0001.

The accuracy, recall, precision and F-measure values for the

three SVM implementations, on the test data set, are shown

in Figure 2.

Accuracy was calculated as the proportion of the total

number of predictions that are correct, i.e. the sum of the

true positives and negatives divided by all possible outcomes.

Recall was calculated as the proportion of positive cases that

were correctly identified, i.e. the number of true positives

divided by all positive labels. Precision was calculated as the

proportion of the predicted positive cases that were correct,

i.e. the number of true positives divided by all positive

classification. F-measure may be described as representing the

harmonic mean between precision and recall [21]. A high F-

measure value ensures a high level of both precision and recall,

as the harmonic mean of two numbers is normally closer to

the lower of the two input values. F-measure was calculated as

the harmonic mean between recall R and precision P , using

Equation IV.2.
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Figure 1. ROC Curves and AUC Values on the Test Data Set

Figure 2. Comparison of Results on the Test Data Set

F =
P ×R

(P +R)/2
(IV.2)

The results in Figures 1 and 2 indicate that all three SVM

implementations are fairly adept at classifying the Dr Math

learner queries according to the automatically generated labels

of the rule-based classifier. The classifier with the highest

performance is that of the rule-based SVM. This is to be

expected as its input values are based on the same rules used

to generate the labels. The next step was to determine whether

the SVMs would yield similar performance when compared to

the entries labeled by the human coders.

V. RESULTS AND FINDINGS

In order to prepare the validation data set, it was processed

by the feature generation procedures for the rule-based SVM,

phoneme-based SVM and combined SVM. The features sets

were then labeled using the combined labels, generated by

the three human coders. Using the models generated during

the training and testing phase, these validation data sets were

then processed individually by each SVM. The resulting ROC

curves for the three SVMs are shown in Figure 3.

The AUC values, shown in Figure 3, indicate that all three

SVMs have a very high rate of positive classification when
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Figure 4. Comparison of Results on the Validation Data Set

compared with the results of the human coders. The rule-

based SVM provides the highest separation from random

classification, with the combined approach coming a close

second. In practice the two classifiers only yielded a 21 entry

difference in incorrect classification, with the rule-based SVM

incorrectly classifying 59 of the 1000 entries and the combined

SVM incorrectly classifying 80 entries. To further compare the

results, the accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure of the

three SVMs are compared with the same measurements taken

on the original rule-based process. These results are compared

in Figure 4.

The results in Figure 4 show that the original rule-based

process is very adept at classifying the Dr Math learner

queries. The rule-based SVM does, however, constitute an

improvement in all four of the measurement values. The only

category in which the rule-based SVM does not yield the best

results is in the highest level of recall, which is found using the

combined SVM. The low level of precision of the combined

SVM ensures that its F-measure value does not approach that

of the rule-based SVM.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

An initial investigation, into prior work on the problem

domain, revealed two possible means of feature generation

for a SVM, namely a rule-based approach to classification



[2] and phoneme frequency. These two means satisfy the first

secondary objective of this study, which was to determine

which underlying features of the learner queries may be used

as the basis for classification.

In order to ensure the reproducibility of the results of the

study, we identified SVMLight as a widely used SVM training

and testing tool. Feature generators were built based on the

rule-based process, phoneme frequency and the combination

of the two processes. SVMs were constructed using each of

the feature sets, labeled by the original rule-based process.

All three techniques demonstrate very high levels of accuracy,

precision, recall and F-measure, with the rule-based SVM

showing the greatest promise. The development and contrast-

ing of the three SVMs serve to satisfy the study’s second

secondary objective, which was to build and contrast various

SVM-based classifiers for identifying Dr Math learner queries

containing mathematical concepts.

The SVMs were tested against the results of human coders.

The human coders were not able to find a very high-level

of agreement as to which entries constitute possible math-

ematical content. Using Krippendorff’s α, their agreement

level was calculated at 0.75, which is only deemed adequate

for exploratory research. Therefore, only results on which all

three humans could agree on, were selected as possible entries

containing mathematical content. All three the SVMs returned

very promising results, reaching accuracies in excess of 90%,

with high levels of precision and recall. These results serve to

satisfy the study’s primary objective, which was to determine

whether a SVM-based classifier is able to provide similar

classification performance to a human classifier, on Dr Math

microtext.

This study highlighted the fact that the rule-based process,

without the creation of an SVM, is very adept at classifying

the Dr Math learner queries. This is reflected in the SVMs

constructed in this study, as the SVM based on the rules

consistently delivered the best results. The study also high-

lights that approaches, such as phoneme frequency, are a viable

alternative to the rules devised by [2].

The results from the combined SVM show promise; in that

a future study may combine the strengths of these SVM-

based classifiers and others to obtain a further improvement

in classification results. The phoneme generator employed in

this study is also still under revision and may yield improved

classification results in future.

The classification process devised in this study was trained,

tested and validated using historic system data. The researchers

conducting this study are not involved in the maintenance and

development of the Dr Math service; as such the classification

process has not yet been integrated into the live Dr Math

service.
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